How do I access my on-line textbook?  

Realidades 1, 2, 3 and 4

Website:  www.pearsonsuccessnet.com

Username:  Hastings+Spanish1 (Hastings+Spanish2 for Spanish 2; Hastings+Spanish3 for Spanish 3; Hastings+Spanish4 for Spanish 4)

Password:  Estudiante1 (Estudiante2 for Spanish 2; Estudiante3 for Spanish 3; Estudiante4 for Spanish 4)

- The home page will always say Espanol1 – Ms. Paskey (Espanol2, etc.) even though you may have a different teacher.
- Once in the correct Chapter, you will have to look for the Activity Number and not the page number.

- You can do additional Interactive Practices by clicking on Go Online (found at the end of each section.)

- You can access your CDP pages by clicking on Más Práctica. This is handy if you forget your CDP at school.

- You can also access the Online Interactive Practices by going directly to PHSchool.com (no password needed) and putting in the appropriate Web Code, for example jcd-0101 (found in the Realidades 1 textbook on page 27.)